Focused forecast
review, enrichment &
consolidation

Forecasting & Demand Management is an essential part of
business planning. Statistical forecasts provide the base for a
reliable prediction of what the future will bring, by identifying
trends, patterns, and business drivers within historic data. As
next step, the statistical forecasts are reviewed and enriched
with market intelligence by demand planners and managers.
Planning Services offers companies an affordable demand
management tool to execute exception based statistical forecast
reviews and enrichments. And easily consolidate enriched
forecasts across region or product groups.
Fit-for-purpose demand plan book
The demand management tool is seamless connected with
EyeOn data science platform for advanced forecasting and
scenario analysis. Best-fit statistical forecasts are uploaded from
this platform into a fit-for-purpose demand plan book. Portfolio
segmentation and forecast gap alerts guide the demand planner
to focus during review and enrichment of the statistics.
Access from any device
Planners and managers can access the cloud-based demand
management solution from any device. To ensure they only
have visibility to relevant parts of the portfolio role-based
authorisations and selective access can be set.
Planning Services demand management solution is based on
Jedox technology and compliant with latest cloud security
standards.
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Planning Services

Focused forecast
review, enrichment &
consolidation

As a third-party service provider, we continuously invest in
new technology and skills for leading-edge performance. We
leverage latest forecasting & planning innovations driven by the
consultancy, data science and solutions teams of EyeOn.
State-of-the-art data science for forecasting
Our services all run on Honeycomb: EyeOn data science platform
for advanced forecasting, inventory optimization & scenario
analysis. Honeycomb combines state-of-the art data science
capabilities for data preparation, modeling, machine learning &
analytics and visualization with a secure and fully scalable data
storage environment.
Honeycomb outputs can be seamless connected to our cloudbased demand management tool, based on Jedox technology.
Fast implementation
Jedox empowers business professionals to capture data, share
knowledge, and align on common goals across the organization.
Organizations can streamline any data-driven process – from
strategic planning to complex predictive analytical models or
operational performance monitoring. At the same time, Jedox is
designed to be easy, with industry-leading fast implementation
times.

Why connecting to Planning Services?
By connecting to our services your planning performance gets
an instant boost. We increase forecast accuracy and reduce bias,
lower inventories and improve service levels. We enable planners
and the organization to rapidly transform to the next planning
level. And deliver clear insights to your specific planning needs,
to shape your future planning capabilities at your own pace.
How can we help you?
Lighten your load. Let us assist you with advanced forecasting,
inventory optimization and end-to-end supply chain insights.
Make use of our specialised planning and forecasting resources
to get ahead.
Interested?
You can contact us at planningservices@eyeon.nl for more
information or to make an appointment.

EyeOn promise
We implement proven innovations to raise your
forecasting and planning performance. We work in the
most pragmatic way possible, based on our knowledge
and experience in over hundred large, international
companies. We develop and implement the best fit-forpurpose improvements with real impact.
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